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PLEASE READ BEFORE USING YOUR 
STINGER TRAILER 

1. Remove all three (3) pins before unfolding trailer.

2. Trailer must be hooked to vehicle before loading or unloading motorcycle.

3. Be certain that both ½” pins are installed in trailer before loading motorcycle. Also, be sure to use
the snap-over keeper pins located at each location. The 3/8” pin holds ramp upright after loading.

4. Place steel tube under rear of trailer before loading or unloading bike.

5. Read instruction label located on trailer tongue.

6. Bearings should be greased every 2,000 miles OR annually.

7. Trailer comes with electrical plug. Owner needs to wire towing vehicle. (Some vehicles may require
an inverter).

8. Inflate tires evenly (35-70 lbs as preferred) at all times.

9. Trailer must be level once mounted. Adjustable ball mounts work well for this.

10. When folding and unfolding trailer, use the front tie-down bar as a handle. Make sure hands are
not placed at the folding sections of the trailer when folding and unfolding to avoid pinching of
hands.

11. Check bolts on trailer periodically. Especially fenders!

12. Be careful not to pinch electrical cable when folding trailer.

13. Be sure to use at least four (4) ratchet type straps to tie down bike

14. Be sure to read cradle setting to set chock for your tire.

15. The galvanized bushing that is in between the brass washers is a spacer for the hole in the ball
mount.

Visit www.stingertrailer.com for video demonstration 



STINGER TRAILER LIMITED WARRANTY 
 
 
Stingertrailer.com warrants to the original retail purchaser that the Stinger Trailer is free from defects in 

material and workmanship; and agrees to repair or replace, at Stingertrailer.com’s discretion. Any 
defective parts are free of charge within Two (2) years from the date of purchase, if the product is used 

for personal use only. 
 

The warranty is not transferable and does not cover damage that is a result of defects, other than in 
material or workmanship. Warranty does not cover damage caused by unreasonable use, including the 

failure to provided reasonable and necessary maintenance. Also, the warranty obligations do not apply to 
conditions resulting from misuse, alteration, or accident. In addition, this warranty does not cover 

replacement of non-defective parts (such as electrical wires and plugs) that may wear and need to be 
replaced within the warranty period in connection to regular maintenance. 

 
 

DAMAGES NOT COVERED UNDER WARRANTY DUE TO MISUSE 
 

Warranty will not cover damages caused by travelling more than the designated 80 mph maximum that 
the tires are rated at, as well as not following instruction labels located on trailer and instruction sheet 

provided to consumer at time of purchase. 
 

 
HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY SERVICE 

 
Warranty service can be obtained from Stingertrailer.com (1-800-577-8809). Shipping charges for parts 
sent back to the repair center are the responsibility of the purchaser depending on the type of defect to 

the product. 
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